
DDL COURSES

DD ACADEMI IS A SUITE OF THREE VIRTUAL EDUCATION TOOLS THAT, TOGETHER, ENSURE THOUSANDS OF
AFGHANS CAN CONTINUE TO ACCESS EDUCATION.

DARAKHT-E DANESH LIBRARY

DD Library gives access to learning materials including books, storybooks, lesson plans, videos, experiments,
games and more, all free and open to all. The collection boasts 6,000+ resources in 127 subjects, in nine
languages: Dari, Pashto, English, and the Afghan minority languages of Nooristani, Uzbeki, Swaji, Pashai,
Shugnani, and Munji.

Our courseware platform custom made for Afghan users allows people to take full courses at their own pace on a
variety of subjects, asynchronously, from any location. Offered in three languages – Farsi/Dari, Pashto and English –

courses are designed by experienced instructional designers familiar with the needs of Afghan learners.

Our newest tool, currently in testing, is DD Classroom, which provides a means of cohort-based digital learning
through tools like live video classes, weekly recorded content and timely assessments. Primarily developed for
girls in Afghanistan to resume high school classes from home, this tool may also be used by teachers to take
professional development courses, or university students to take classes if their university in Afghanistan is
closed or they can no longer attend due to the Taliban’s policies.

DD CLASSROOM
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WHY
Because everyone is entitled to the right to education
and we have the ability to provide everyone access to
learning opportunities using online supports.

WHERE
With a server located outside of Afghanistan, our secure
tools are accessible to anyone, anywhere. We also
provide support with connectivity and hardware in areas
where there are access challenges. 

WHO

To learn more, partner with us, or help, get in touch at info@darakhtdanesh.org

DD ACADEMI
Using the power of technology to deliver learning and teaching 

 to those to whom it’s been denied

DISTANCE & VIRTUAL EDUCATION FOR AFGHANS

When educational materials can be electronically copied and transferred around the world at almost
no cost, we have a greater ethical obligation than ever before to increase the reach of opportunity.
When people can connect with others nearby or in distant lands at almost no cost to ask questions,
give answers, and exchange ideas, the moral imperative to meaningfully enable these opportunities
weighs profoundly. We cannot in good conscience allow this poverty of educational opportunity to
continue when educational provisions are so plentiful, and when their duplication and distribution
costs so little.

(CASWELL, HENSON, JENSEN AND WILEY, 2008)
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Displaced Afghans living in neighbouring
countries and the broader region who

cannot attend local schools.

Women and girls who were cut off from
their conventional education 

in Afghanistan.

Afghans, and the educators working with them,
who have relocated to other countries and
need bridging support with their education.

 

Anyone who needs access to high quality
learning materials in languages spoken

 in Afghanistan.


